
Year 3 Home learning!

English

Week Commencing 22nd February 2021



This week in English:

Day 1: Grammar Revision of the past tense
Day 2: Grammar: Recognising sentences written in the third person

Words of the Week
Day 3: Writing sentences in the third person

Handwriting lesson
Spellings lesson

Day 4: Grammar Identifying direct speech
Day 5: Grammar Writing direct speech

Spelling test and answers
English Quiz



Day 1 

This half term you will be learning about newspaper reports.
Once you have acquired the necessary skills, you will have go 
at writing your own newspaper report.
There are lots of different newspapers. You may have seen 
some of them. 

Click on the YouTube link below

https://youtu.be/X6TQflLsjL0

https://youtu.be/X6TQflLsjL0


Day 1 

So what is a newspaper report? 
It's a news  story found in newspapers. The purpose is inform people about what is 
happening around them.

Main features of a newspaper report:

• Written in the past tense
• Written in the third person
• Caption
• Picture/ photo
• Direct speech
• Reported speech
• Facts and evidence
• Headline
• Rhetorical question
• Introductory paragraph
• The 5 Ws: 

Who? 
What? 
When? 
Where? 
Why?

This week, you will concentrate on the features 
highlighted in red.



Day 1 

Newspaper reports are written in the past tense.

What do you remember about tenses from last half term?
Past tense
Present tense
Future tense

Can you think of a sentence for each tense?

Jim has eaten his lunch. 
Jim is eating his lunch.
Jim will eat his lunch.



Day 1 Read the following extracts:

1

Which tense has this newspaper report been written in?
Can you identify any past tense verbs?



Day 1 

Read the following extracts:

1

The extract is in the past tense. The report is about an event that has already 
happened and the reporter has written about it in the newspaper. 
Examples of past tense verbs: survived, was visiting, swallowed and there are more.



Day 1 

I watch and wait but nothing is moving. I look around and see endless sea and sky. It is hard being left 
behind all alone without any means of communication. Oh, something seems to be moving in the distance. 
Who is it? What are they doing? 

This extract has been written in the present tense.
How do you know?

The person in the extract is telling you what is happening now. Some of the verbs in present tense 
are highlighted in red.

Can you find any more?

2

This has extract has been taken from a short story.



Day 1 

3

Identify the tense of this report.
Give examples of past tense verbs.



Day 1 

3

The report is written in the past tense.
Some of the past tense verbs have been identified. They are in red.



Day 1 

Has the same tense been used throughout?
What can you tell me about the introductory paragraph?
What can you tell me about the second paragraph?



Day 1 

This letter starts off in the present tense.

The second paragraphs is about things that are going to happen 
in the future. This paragraph is in the future tense.



Day 1 

What did you notice about the two newspaper reports?

Both of the reports were written in the past tense. The events that were being reported as 
news in the newspaper had already happened.

Neville Chamberlain had declared Britain was at war with Germany.

The girl and her grandmother had been rescued by the woodcutter.

Now it is your turn. Go to your group’s slide and complete the work in your book.



Day 1 

Hagrid
Copy the sentences into your book. Underline the verb in each sentence.

Sam kicked the ball.
Harry jumped over the puddle.
Max pulled the lever.
The dog chased the ball.
Mum washed the clothes.
Dad baked a cake.

Further challenge:
Carefully read each sentence. Which sentences are in the past tense? Copy them into your book.

Mum will wash the dishes.
Dad has cooked dinner.
Dad mopped the floor.
Arthur finished his homework.
Max has walked home.



Day 1 
Potter and Weasley
Read the whole report and list the words in the past tense.

Further challenge

Why has the past tense been used?
Change the following verbs to past tense:
use
survive
approach
witness
carry
cross



Day 1 Hermione and Dumbledore

List the past tense verbs from both reports.



Day 1 

Further challenge

Regular verbs form the past tense by adding 'ed' to the present form of the verb:

wash - washed
play - played.

Irregular verbs do not follow the same pattern. 
Correct the sentences by using the correct form of the verb.

They goned home.
Did the postman sended it?
She has waked up now.
Splash has catched a mouse.



Day 2

Grammar – Recognising sentences written in the third person
Click on the YouTube link and watch the video before you go any further.

https://youtu.be/0MqwL-gKDxE

https://youtu.be/0MqwL-gKDxE


Day 2

Today we are going to learn about points of view. What is a point of view?

The point of view of a story is the perspective from which the story is told.

There are three main types:
First person
Second person
Third person



Day 2

First Person

A character in the story tells the story from his or her point of view. 
How do you recognise that the writing is in first person? 

You will read words such as:

I, we or me.

These are known as pronouns.

For an example:

All week long, I was excited about the weekend. 



Day 2 Third Person

It is not a character in the story that is telling the story. The person writing about the events is not involved in the 
story. It is an outsider that can see everyone and everything. The advantage of using the third person is, you can be 
all knowing – you are not stuck in one place.
So when you are writing in the third person you can write about how all of the characters are feeling. 
You can write about more than event. 

Author will use characters’ names, or pronouns: 

he, she, they, him, his, himself, she, her, hers, herself, it, its, itself, them, their, theirs and themselves

Miss Marshall      Miss Begum      Hulk

Can you think of any sentences using third person pronouns?
Here are some of my examples:

Tiffany used her prize money from the science fair to buy herself a new microscope.

The concert goers roared their approval when they realized they’d be getting an encore.



Day 2 Pronouns

Why do we use pronouns?

Harry wanted to buy a toy because it was Harry’s birthday. Harry was going to be a teenager soon. All of Harry’s
friends wanted to take  Harry out for a meal.

Do we need to keep writing Harry?
We don’t need to keep writing Harry, we know the sentences are about Harry. He has been introduced to us in the 
very first sentence. Let us re- write the sentences using pronouns for Harry.

Harry wanted to buy a toy because it was his birthday. He was going to be a teenager soon. All of his friends wanted 
to take  him out for a meal.

We have used pronouns in these sentences because we already know who the sentences are about.

Sometimes we don’t know the name of the person so we use pronouns for them instead:

The girl was wearing a red jumper and she was carrying a doll.



Day 2

This term we are going to look at newspaper articles. 

Newspapers are written in third person.
It allows the writer to be all knowing.
What do you think this mean?

‘All knowing’ mean that you can talk about all the characters and events that are happening because you 
are not one of the characters in the story. Imagine you are in an aeroplane looking down, you can see 
everything.
Now imagine you are in Bradford city centre. You cannot see everything only what is around you.

Lets have a look a newspaper article. 
How do you know it is  written in third person? 
What pronouns are used? 

Read the first paragraph of the newspaper article on the next slide. It is written in third person. 
Write down any third person pronouns used in the article. 



ROCK STAR’S SHOPLIFTING SHAME
By Robert Samuel
Crime Correspondent
Ageing rock star, Gary Beast, was arrested in Manchester City Centre yesterday for shoplifting. He was caught red-
handed on camera in a well-known Department Store in the Arndale Centre.

The arresting police officer, P.C. Adams, explained that Gary had initially been spotted on CCTV hanging around the 
make-up counter and behaving in a suspicious manner.

He was caught on camera removing CDs from their boxes and slyly dropping them into a hold-all which he was carrying. 
When he realised he had been 'spotted' the former singer dropped the hold-all and denied all knowledge of it and its 
contents.

The store manager, Paul Newman, said that he was very surprised at what he had witnessed. He stated, “We rarely have 
any shoplifting incidents and one involving a famous person is a first!”
This is Gary Beast's third arrest for shoplifting in the past two years. His band 'Bad Breath' split up in 1982 and, since 
then, Gary has made four disastrous attempts at a musical comeback, each ending in disappointment. As a result, he has 
fallen on hard times which may go some way towards explaining his behaviour. 
The singer will appear before Manchester Magistrates Court next week to face the charge of shoplifting. If found 
guilty, he could face two weeks in prison or a £2000 fine.

Read the first paragraph of this newspaper article which is written in third person. Write 
down any third person words used in the article. 



ROCK STAR’S SHOPLIFTING SHAME
By Robert Samuel
Crime Correspondent
Ageing rock star, Gary Beast, was arrested in Manchester City Centre yesterday for shoplifting. He was caught 
red-handed on camera in a well-known Department Store in the Arndale Centre.

The arresting police officer, P.C. Adams, explained that Gary had initially been spotted on CCTV hanging around 
the make-up counter and behaving in a suspicious manner.

He was caught on camera removing CDs from their boxes and slyly dropping them into a hold-all which he was 
carrying. When he realised he had been 'spotted' the former singer dropped the hold-all and denied all knowledge 
of it and its contents.

The store manager, Paul Newman, said that he was very surprised at what he had witnessed. He stated, “We rarely 
have any shoplifting incidents and one involving a famous person is a first!”
This is Gary Beast's third arrest for shoplifting in the past two years. His band 'Bad Breath' split up in 1982 and, 
since then, Gary has made four disastrous attempts at a musical comeback, each ending in disappointment. As a 
result, he has fallen on hard times which may go some way towards explaining his behaviour. 
The singer will appear before Manchester Magistrates Court next week to face the charge of shoplifting. If found 
guilty, he could face two weeks in prison or a £2000 fine.

Did you find them all?



Day 2

Third person pronouns 

he   she     they   him   his 

himself         themselves

she      her     hers    herself 

it      its        theirs

itself       them           their 

Go to your group’s slide for your work. Complete the tasks in your book. 
Use the word bank below to help you.



Day 2 Hagrid

Read the sentences.
Copy the ones that are in the 3rd person into your book.
Underline the third person pronouns used.

(1) I dislike fruit.
(2) Samantha and her friends were playing. 
(3) The boys were having fun.
(4) I shouted out to Mum. 
(5) He was feeling happy because his cousins came over to visit. 

Further Challenge:

Sort the pronouns into the table.

She             I                    They 
He              My                   We



Day 2           Potter and Weasley read Text 2 and then go to the next slide for your task.



Day 2

Potter and Weasley

Identify all the pronouns which show the text is in third person.  
Make a list of all the pronouns. 
Use the word bank to help you.

Further Challenge 

Copy the sentences that are in the third person. 
Underline the third person pronouns.

The girls danced their way excitedly from the classroom to the cafeteria. 
I was feeling dreadful as I didn't get much sleep last night. 
Dave and Arthur are working on their English homework together. 



Day 2   Hermione and Dumbledore read  Text 1 on this slide   and Text 2 on the next slide.  



Day 2

Hermione and Dumbledore, go to the next slide for your group’s work.



Day 2

Hermione and Dumbledore

Identify all the pronouns which show the text is in third person. 
Make a list of the pronouns. 

Further Challenge 

Copy the sentences in the third person.
Underline the third person pronouns.

The girls danced their way excitedly from the classroom to the cafeteria. 
I was feeling dreadful as I didn't get much sleep last night. 
Dave and Arthur are working on their English homework together. 
You have been going out every night!



Day 2: Words of the Week

Watch the video for this week’s Words of the Week lesson.

https://youtu.be/kdgguSUQ4xs

https://youtu.be/kdgguSUQ4xs


Day 2
Words of the week – Copy the words into your book.
Learn the meaning of each word.



Now try to use these words in your own writing.



Day 3

Grammar : Writing in the third person

Yesterday you identified sentences in the third person.
Today you will have a go at writing sentences in the third person.
Watch the video to learn more. 

https://youtu.be/HYV8sK0pL5c

https://youtu.be/HYV8sK0pL5c


Day 3

Recap-
Write down everything you can remember about using the first person and the third person.

First Person

A character in the story tells the story from his or her point of view. 

You will read words such as:

I, we or me.

These are known as pronouns.

For an example:

All week long, I was excited about the weekend. 



Day 3

Third person

The narrator, or person telling the story, is not a character in the story. 
The author will use characters' names or words such as: 

he, she, they, him, his, himself, she, her, hers, herself, it, its, itself, them, their, theirs and themselves

These words are known as pronouns.

Tiffany used her prize money from the science fair to buy herself a new microscope.

The concert goers roared their approval when they realized they’d be getting an encore.



Day 3

Look at this picture. Imagine you are Hulk. How do you feel? 



Day 3

First person view: Hulk.
This is what Hulk may write. He is using the first person.

We are all ready to fight. I am very scared and anxious of battling Thanos. I am unsure whether we will beat him.



Day 3

Third person point of view – you are not one of the characters, so you can see and know everything!

The avengers are ready to battle with Thanos. They are feeling scared and anxious. Hulk looks terrified because of 
what he might face.

Which do you prefer, writing in the first person or the third person?

Remember newspaper reports are written in the third person.



Day 3

Click the link below to watch a short movie.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYTrIcn4rjg

Thinking time- whilst watching the movie have a think about the following questions:

1.What do the little birds do when they first sit on the wire?
2. What happens when the big bird first sits on the wire? What does that tell you about how they are feeling?
3. What do the little birds do to the big bird?
4. What happens at the end of the film?

Now, go to your group’s slide for your task. Remember to complete the work in your book.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYTrIcn4rjg


Day 3

Hagrid: Choose the correct third person pronoun in each sentence below. Write the sentence in your book. 

A small, blue bird lands on the telephone wire and makes she/ itself comfortable.

Soon, the small birds start mocking her/him by puffing up their feathers to resemble him.

Soon, the small birds start mocking her/him by puffing up their feathers to resemble him.

He/She falls to the ground, having lost all its feathers and the large bird laughs.



Day 3

Hagrid: Further Challenge

Use the word bank to fill in the missing pronouns. 
Write the sentences into your book. 

he    she     they  him   his  her    itself

The birds were enjoying _____________________.

The large bird laughed at the small birds.  _________  helped them cover up with leaves.

_____________  tried to get the big bird to fall off the wire. 



Day 3

Potter and Weasley

Write the sentences in your book using the correct third person pronoun.

She/ I looked up as Sam walked in the room.

They / My were playing football in the garden.

We/ He was feeling frightened and wanted to leave the mansion.  

Further Challenge

Write about the scene in the video clip in 3rd person.  Use the word bank of third person pronouns to help you.



Day 3

Hermione and Dumbledore

Write about the scene in the video clip in third person.

You may need to watch the clip again. Remember to use the correct third person pronouns.  



Handwriting lesson
Watch the video for today’s lesson.

https://youtu.be/T0VsqLuEZpM

Day 3

https://youtu.be/T0VsqLuEZpM


Day 3

Warm- up
Click the link below and exercise your fingers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2tBH_XyeJc

Now you are ready for today's handwriting lesson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2tBH_XyeJc


Day 3



Day 3



Day 3



Day 3: Spellings lesson

You need to watch the video before you go through to the next slide.

https://youtu.be/7qDIbVy7Bv4

https://youtu.be/7qDIbVy7Bv4


Day 3

Let us have a quick recap of some the terms we have previously learnt:

Vowel letters:              a e i o u
Consonant letters:    b c d f g h j k l m n  p q r s t v w x y z
What is a suffix?
Examples of suffixes: -ing -ed -er -est -ly -ment -s
Some suffixes have specific uses. Adding ‘ing’ can change a noun into a verb eg 'garden' to 'gardening'. Adding ‘ed’ 
changes the tense eg 'jump' to 'jumped'.

Spelling rule for doubling the consonant.
If a word ends in a consonant, vowel, consonant (cvc) pattern, double the last letter:
For an example:  

sit   sitting  
nap   napped
hop  hopping        

This rule does not apply for a word ending in y. 
For an example:  play, say

play   played    playing
Here are some further examples where the consonant has been doubled:
tap  tapped   tapping
skip  skipping  skipped
trip  tripping  tripped



Now you have a go. Apply the rule to the roots words to form new words.

Root Word

begin
stop
cancel
swim
shred
play

Suffix
ed
ing

New word
beginning

This is your spelling list for next week’s test. 
beginning
stopping
stopped
cancelled
cancelling
swimming
shredded
shredding
playing
played

Choose a word and write a full sentence using that word. 
Remember your punctuation. 
I have shredded the documents.
He is playing with his toys.

Day 3



Day 4

Grammar: Identifying Direct speech
Click the link to watch the video.

https://youtu.be/sJtcSmElW7I

https://youtu.be/sJtcSmElW7I


Day 4

What have you learnt in your grammar lessons this week?

Tenses - newspaper reports are written in the past tense.
Third person - newspaper reports are written in the third person.

Newspaper reports use direct and reported speech.
Today you will learn to use direct speech.
Next week, we will look at identifying and using reported speech.



Day 4



Day 4

Direct Speech - what is it?

Direct speech uses inverted commas - " “

When people are speaking you can see and hear them. How do you show this in writing? 
Look at the speech bubble and the photo. 
Who is speaking?  Lady Gaga
What is she saying? I'm going to release my new album.

In a newspaper report, this would be reported as :
"I'm going to release my new album," said Lady Gaga excitedly.



Day 4



Day 4



Day 4



Day 4
Hagrid



Day 4 Potter and Weasley
Read the newspaper reports. Copy into your book all the sentences that use direct speech.



Day 4

Potter and Weasley

Further challenge: 
Write the answers in your book.

Why did Britain declare war on Germany?
What did Hitler threaten to do?
Who runs the village bakery?
Is the woodcutter going to give up going into the forest to cut wood? How do you know?
What do you think would have happened if the woodcutter had not been nearby?



Day 4
Hermione and Dumbledore    Read both  texts. Find all the sentences that use direct speech. Write the 
sentences into your book.

1 2



Day 4

Hermione and Dumbledore: Further challenge :

Find and copy third person pronouns.
Find and copy past tense verbs.

Use a dictionary to find the meaning of the following words:
miraculously
ravenous
inessential



Day 5

Day 5  Writing direct speech

Watch the video carefully. Do not attempt the tasks until you have watched the video

https://youtu.be/pkNbtWKeLbI

https://youtu.be/pkNbtWKeLbI


Day 5

What is Miss Marshall saying? How do you know?
The speech bubble shows you what Miss Marshall is saying. There is a photo of Miss Marshall and 
we know it’s her as her name is written under the photo in the caption.

Look carefully at how I have taken what is in the speech bubble and written it as a sentence.



Day 5

Here a question mark has been used instead of a comma after the last spoken word. Miss 
Marshall is asking a question.



Day 5

Here Miss Marshall is angry so I have used an exclamation mark after the last spoken word.



Day 5

In all of the examples, the speech came first.
Now let us look at examples where speech comes second.



Day 5



Day 5

Now it is your turn.
Go to the slide for your group and complete your work in your book.



Day 5



Day 5               Hagrid 



Day 5

Hagrid- Further Challenge:

Copy the sentences into your book. Underline the spoken words.

The first one has been done for you.

"I want an ice- cream," wailed the little girl.

"Who is making that terrible noise?" yelled the monster.
"I am a price," said the frog.
"I have won the competition!" shouted the boy.



Day 5

Potter and Weasley

Copy each sentence into your book. Insert inverted commas around the spoken words. 
The first one has been done for you.

“I am very happy with you,” said Mum. 
Stop what you are doing and come here, ordered the lady.
That is splendid work! exclaimed the teacher. 
Let us jump now, shouted the instructor.
I love you! screamed Mummy.                   
Where is my pen? shouted Daddy.                          
Where is my teddy? whispered the little boy.
Please don’t eat me, begged the little mouse.

Further challenge:

Which sentences have been punctuated correctly? 
Copy them into your book.

Lift up the carpet, “said Dad. ”
“Eat your peas,” said Mum.
Who is “that boy? asked Mum.”

“What time is it?” asked the old lady.
“Take me home,” demanded the child.



Day 5

Copy each sentence into your book. Insert inverted commas around the spoken words. 
The first one has been done for you.

“What is for dinner?” Mehak asked her Mum.

Umar enquired, What is on at the cinema?
The teacher said, Use your best handwriting.
What a terrible day! exclaimed the children.
The instructor said, First, fasten your seatbelt.
I can’t find my socks! Who keeps moving them? yelled the boy.
Where are you? I can’t hear you! shouted the lady.

Further challenge:
Copy the sentences into your book and add the appropriate punctuation.
The first one has been done for you.

“Now we are going to be late,” declared the students.
Show me your passport demanded the office
The boy in the green coat bellowed Where are we going
What a splendid idea Why didn’t I think of that exclaimed the teacher



Day 5 

Spelling test and answers.

Use the video to carry out your spelling test for this week. Remember to stop when 
I tell you stop. 

Only go the answers section once you have completed your test.

Click on the link when you are ready to take the test. Make sure you have your 
pencil and your book ready.

https://youtu.be/fIXTl-e_M2k

https://youtu.be/fIXTl-e_M2k


Day 5

1. We need _________________ to survive.
2. I love a story with a _________________in it.
3. Everyone joined in with the _________ singing. 
4. A ____________ is a story that may be untrue.
5. Are you going to the _______ after work?
6. I have a ______________ fruit bowl.
7. A ____________________is a shape.
8. ____________________ is a study of the past.
9. I _________________ thought we would win that match.
10. What are the ___________________to this song?

Spelling test



Do not look at the answers till you have completed the test.

Day 5



We need oxygen to survive.
I love a story with a mystery in it.
Everyone joined in with the hymn singing. 
A myth is a story that may be untrue.
Are you going to the gym after work?
I have a crystal fruit bowl.
A pyramid is a shape.
History is a study of the past.
I actually thought we would win that match.
What are the lyrics to this song?

Check your answers. Any words that you misspelt, write the correct spelling 
for each one and write the word out three times.

Day 5



Day 5

English Quiz. 

Click on the link below to access the questions.

Remember to read each question carefully. 
Once you have finished the quiz click submit. 
You do not need to write the answers in your yellow book.

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jp2v5jm_FEyFW3PuNqNMc-
Fat_Pt_7NNmyaceBRckilUMTlaTlpYWFBEM0lJTTNFNjNRTDBISzk2Vi4u

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jp2v5jm_FEyFW3PuNqNMc-Fat_Pt_7NNmyaceBRckilUMTlaTlpYWFBEM0lJTTNFNjNRTDBISzk2Vi4u

